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Bishop Elect’s Updates 
When Bishop-elect Christian Carlassare arrived in Rumbek in mid-

April he spoke of the need for unity among the citizens of South 

Sudan. Unfortunately, only two weeks later he was attacked in his 

home by two gunmen and shot several times in the legs. The 

incident shocked both our State and our Diocese. Fr. Christian is 

improving and he has just had his last operation in Nairobi. He is 

still encouraging the people of Rumbek to be united and love one 

another. He is hoping to start walking soon. He says he cannot 

wait to get back to serve his Diocese. We wish him a quick 

recovery and we continue to pray him in this difficult situation. 

 

Reopening of Primary 

In the month of May, our Primary School finally 

reopened after a year-long lockdown. The 

students are excited and happy to be back in 

class after an extended period of staying at 

home. Being away from school for long time has 

made most of them forget a lot, but the 

teachers are trying their best to settle them. 

They are already making great progress.  

 

Agriculture 

This month, we welcomed the rains and started the 

cultivation. The students and workers have done a 

tremendous job already in the fields cultivating 

groundnuts and maize. We are expecting to have a 

larger harvest this year compared to 2020, when 

we only had workers in the fields. We are also 

happy for the rains because we are going to have 

the harvest in few months and the hunger will be 

reduced within our communities. 
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    Health updates 

 

Epilepsy 

Our Mary Ward Clinic team have become aware that 

epilepsy is becoming an issue in the community. 

Thankfully, the clinic has the medicine for the 

people’s treatment. There is a day organised for 

them to be come and collect their medication. To 

date, we have nine patients in the programme. We 

have to give a special thanks to our nurses and 

especially for our donors for their support. 

 

 

 

Solar installation in the clinic 

This month, we added solar panels and batteries to 

the Clinic. This will supply the Clinic with enough 

power for the fridges, where our vaccines are stored. 

We have been in contact with the Ministry of Health 

and have offered our facilities for the storage and 

distribution of Covid vaccines in the Rumbek area.   

 

  

Nutrition block  

The malnourished children have been sitting 

under the tree since we started the nutrition 

program. This month, the building is completed 

and it was officially handed it over to us. The 

children and mothers under the nutrition 

program are happy to move in their new block. 

Thanks to our donors for making it possible for 

us always.   
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